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Anxiety level, income and psychological 
monitoring can influence the recurrence of 
body weight in women submitted to bariatric 
surgery 
O nível de ansiedade, a renda e o acompanhamento 
psicológico podem influenciar na recorrência de peso 
corporal em mulheres submetidas a cirurgia bariátrica 
 
Abstract 
Introduction: The improvement in anxiety symptoms after bariatric surgery may not remain 
stable in the long term, favoring the adoption of dysfunctional eating behaviors. Objective: 
To test the correlation between anxiety level and weight recurrence in women in the late 
postoperative period of bariatric and metabolic surgery. Methods: Fifty adult women with 
at least 24 months after bariatric and metabolic surgery were evaluated. 
Sociodemographic data (age, income and level of education) and psychological monitoring 
were collected. Anthropometric data (weight and height) were measured. To assess the 
level of anxiety symptoms, the Beck Anxiety Inventory was used. Results: A mean age of 
40.9±11.4 years was found. All had moderate to severe anxiety symptoms. Those who were 
without psychological support had higher body weight (p=0.049) and greater recurrence 
of weight (p=0.040). There was a positive correlation between the anxiety score and body 
weight recurrence, and a negative correlation between the anxiety score and family 
income. In the linear regression model, the correlation between anxiety score and weight 
recurrence (B=0.276; CI 0.003; 0.594; p=0.048) and income (B=-0.310; CI -0.004; 0.000; 
p=0.027) remained significant. However, when adding the variable “surgery time”, there was 
a loss of significance between anxiety and weight recurrence (B=0.270; CI -0.040; -0.624; 
p=0.083), but the correlation with income was maintained (B=-0.310; CI -0.004; -0.000; 
p=0.029). Conclusions: We emphasize the importance of financial support in the 
postoperative period, due to treatment costs, in addition to maintaining monitoring with 
the multidisciplinary team in the long term.  
 
Keywords: Anxiety. Bariatric surgery. Body weight changes. 
 

Resumo 
Introdução: A melhora nos sintomas de ansiedade após a cirurgia bariátrica pode não 
permanecer estável em longo prazo, favorecendo a adoção de comportamentos 
alimentares disfuncionais. Objetivo: Testar a correlação entre o nível de ansiedade e a 
recorrência de peso em mulheres no pós-operatório tardio de cirurgia bariátrica e 
metabólica. Métodos: Foram avaliadas 50 mulheres adultas com no mínimo 24 meses após 
a cirurgia bariátrica e metabólica. Foram coletados dados sociodemográficos (idade, renda 
e nível de escolaridade) e de acompanhamento psicológico. Foram aferidos dados 
antropométricos (peso e altura). Para avaliar o nível de sintomas de ansiedade, foi utilizado 
o Inventário de Beck. Resultados: Foi encontrada média de idade de 40,9±11,4 anos. Todas 
apresentavam sintomas de ansiedade moderados a graves. Aquelas que estavam sem 
acompanhamento psicológico apresentavam maior peso corporal (p=0,049) e maior 
recorrência de peso (p=0,040). Observou-se correlação positiva entre o escore de 
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ansiedade e a recorrência de peso, e correlação negativa entre o escore de ansiedade e a 
renda familiar. No modelo de regressão linear, a correlação entre o escore de ansiedade 
com a recorrência de peso (B=0,276; IC 0,003;0,594; p=0,048) e a renda (B=-0,310; IC -
0,004;0,000; p=0,027) permaneceu significativa. Contudo, ao adicionar a variável “tempo 
de cirurgia”, observou-se perda de significância entre ansiedade e recorrência de peso 
(B=0,270; IC -0,040; -0,624; p=0,083), mas manteve-se a correlação com a renda (B=-0,310; 
IC -0,004;-0,000; p=0,029). Conclusões: Ressalta-se a importância de suporte financeiro no 
pós-operatório, pelos custos com o tratamento, além de manter o acompanhamento com 
a equipe multiprofissional em longo prazo. 
 
Palavras-chave: Ansiedade. Cirurgia Bariátrica. Alterações do Peso Corporal 
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INTRODUCTION 

Bariatric surgery is indicated as an effective therapy for individuals with a body mass index (BMI) ≥35 
kg/m², regardless of the presence, absence or severity of comorbidities; and for individuals with metabolic 
disease and a body mass index of 30-34.9 kg/m².1 This procedure promotes adequate reduction of body 
weight, but there are indications that, mainly after two years of surgery, there may be a recurrence of 
significant body weight.2 

 According to El Ansari and Elhag,3 there are several studies in the literature with different cutoff points 
to consider recurrence of body weight, the most used being the cutoff point greater than 15% in relation to 
the Nadir weight.4-7 

Regarding anxiety, Amiri and Behnezhad 8 observed a higher frequency in people with obesity and 
overweight compared to people with normal weight. After the surgical procedure, the anxiety symptoms 
associated with severe obesity may decrease, pointing to significant improvements in the first 24 months.9,10 
However, these changes may not remain stable after 24 months, when there are indicators of worsening and 
of return in increased levels. 11-13 

The presence of anxiety symptoms is also associated with the recurrence of body weight in the long 
term in these individuals.11 In the study by Kikuchi et al.,14 the authors suggest the hypothesis that, with the 
stabilization or recovery of body weight, the symptoms of anxiety may (re)appear, although a cause and effect 
relationship between anxiety symptoms and body weight recurrence cannot be established. 

In addition, patients with changes in eating behavior may be more susceptible to the development of 
anxiety symptoms.11,13,15 Thus, Ribeiro et al.13 used the Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) instrument in order to 
assess the level of anxiety, and the Binge Eating Scale, in patients before surgery (T0), at 23 months after 
surgery (T1), at 59 months after surgery (T2) and at 60 months after surgery (T3). They found that there was 
an improvement in symptoms related to anxiety and binge eating in the first 23 months after surgery. 
However, in T2 and T3, there was an increase in these indicators.13 

The presence of problematic eating behaviors and concern about weight and body shape are also 
significantly and positively correlated with higher levels of anxiety, depression and stress in individuals after 
bariatric surgery.16 Individuals undergoing bariatric surgery, with an altered eating behavior profile associated 
with body weight recurrence, have a greater presence of emotional eating when compared to the group of 
patients who did not have recurrence, and those with recurrence were more vulnerable to eating when they 
were anxious.15 

Thus, investigating factors related to anxiety and body weight recurrence are extremely relevant. 
Moreover, existing studies are still poorly understood, due to the fact that most assess the level of anxiety 
associated with the level of depression. Therefore, the present study aimed to evaluate the correlation 
between the level of anxiety and body weight recurrence in women undergoing bariatric surgery. 

 

METHODS 

Study type 

Cross-sectional, descriptive and analytical study, carried out with adult women who underwent bariatric 
surgery at least 24 months ago in data collection period. Data collection was carried out from August 2018 
to March 2020. 
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Participants 

The study included 50 women, aged between 18 and 59, who had undergone bariatric surgery at least 
24 months, through the surgical techniques of Gastric Bypass or Sleeve and who agreed to participate in the 
research by signing the Free and Informed Consent Form (FICF). Of the total number of participants, 22 
(44.0%) underwent surgery through SUS and 28 (56.0%) through the supplementary network (health plan). 

Women who became pregnant after surgery, who used medications that could change their anxiety 
level or body weight, and who lived outside the metropolitan region of Belém-PA and could not attend the 
research evaluation stages were excluded from the study. 

Non-probabilistic convenience sampling was performed. The participants were invited by telephone 
contact by an extension project, linked to a public university in Belém, Pará, Brazil, which performs nutritional 
monitoring of patients after bariatric surgery. 

It is important to highlight that the study included only women, as there were only three males in the 
sample. Because of this, knowing that body composition and energy expenditure are different between 
genders, and one of the variables studied was body weight recurrence, gender was homogenized in order to 
avoid methodological bias.  

 

Sociodemographic and clinical data 

A form was used to collect information regarding age, income, education level, date of surgery, initial 
pre-surgical weight and Nadir weight. 

 

Anthropometric assessment 

The anthropometric assessment consisted of measuring weight and height. Body weight was measured 
using a Welmyr© platform scale, with a capacity of 150 kg, and a stadiometer attached (200 cm, 1 mm 
precision), which was used to measure height. For the evaluation, the patients were barefoot and wearing 
light clothing. From the measured weight and height, the body mass index (BMI=Weight/Height²) was 
calculated, obtaining the classification of nutritional status recommended by the World Health Organization.17 
Pre and post-surgical weight values were also evaluated, considering the weight in the first pre-operative 
appointment, the weight in the week after the surgery, and the Nadir weight. 

The ideal weight was calculated from the Metropolitan Life Foundation table (1983), as suggested by 
the Brazilian Consensus of Bariatric Surgery,18 as well as for the calculation and evaluation of the percentage 
of excess weight loss (%EWL). The calculation of the body weight recurrence percentage (%WR) was based 
on the difference between the current weight and the Nadir weight, considering a significant body weight 
recurrence from 15%.3 

 

Assessment of anxiety symptoms 

Anxiety level analysis was estimated using the (BAI), translated and validated for Brazil.19 BAI is a self-
report instrument consisting of 21 items with descriptive statements of anxiety symptoms. The BAI reliability 
test showed a coefficient considered excellent (α=0.92) in groups of patients with obesity. The instrument's 
items are evaluated by the participant on a scale with four response options: 0- absolutely not; 1- mildly: it 
didn't bother me much; 2- moderately: it was very unpleasant, but I could bear it; and 3- severely: hard to 
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bear. The score was performed by adding the individual scores, which vary from 0 to 63. Anxiety symptoms 
were classified as: minimum level - scores from 0 to 10; mild level - scores from 11 to 19; moderate level - 
scores from 20 to 30; and severe level - scores from 31 to 63. 

 

Psychological monitoring 

Patients were asked about regular psychological monitoring after surgery. Regular psychological 
monitoring was considered when the patient reported having had appointments with a psychologist in the 
last three months, with a maximum interval of 15 days. 

 

Ethical aspects 

This research was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Health Sciences Institute of the 
Federal University of Pará, and is part of the research project “Effects of three types of intervention on the 
nutritional profile, eating behavior and quality of life of patients with body weight recurrence after 24 months 
of gastric bypass”. It was registered under opinion N. 3,329,834 and complied with the legal requirements of 
Resolution 466/2012, of the National Health Council. All participants signed the Free and Informed Consent 
Form. 

 

Statistical analysis 

For descriptive statistics, data were expressed using measures of central tendency and dispersion. 
Statistical tests were chosen according to the classification of variables and sample distribution. The t-test for 
independent samples was performed to compare the level of anxiety and the anthropometric profile 
according to adherence or not to psychological monitoring. Pearson's correlation test was used to test the 
correlation between anxiety score, body weight recurrence and sociodemographic data. The variables that 
presented statistically significant correlation in the bivariate analysis were inserted in the linear regression 
model, in which the anxiety score was used as the dependent variable. In model 1, the correlation with 
recurrence of body weight and income was tested; and in model 2, the duration of surgery was added as an 
independent variable to test whether this variable influenced such correlation. The Statistical Package for 
Social Science program version 24.0 was used, considering the statistical significance level of p<0.05. 

 

RESULTS 

Fifty women with a mean age of 40.9±11.4 years were evaluated. As for education, there was an average 
of 14.5±2.5 years of study, and 56.0% had no partner (n= 28). The average income observed was 
R$3052.8±1755.9, equivalent to 2 to 3 minimum wages. As for the surgical technique, 68% (n=34) of the 
participants underwent gastric bypass and 32% (n=16) sleeve, with an average surgery time of 61.9±47.18 
months (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Sociodemographic and nutritional profile, anxiety level and psychological monitoring of 
women with more than 24 months of bariatric surgery (n=50). Belém, PA, 2020. 

 
Variables Mean ± DP / n Interval / % 
Age (years) 40.9± 11.4 21 – 59 
Marital status - - 
   No partner 28 56.0 
   With partner 22 44,0 
Study years 14.5± 2.5 6 – 18 
Income (reais) 3052.8± 1755.9 954 – 11448 
Surgical technique - - 
Gastric bypass 34 68.0 
Sleeve 16 32.0 
Surgery time (months) 61.9±47.18 24-204 
Body mass index (kg/m2) 29.7±5.4 20.8 - 43.7 
Body mass index (kg/m2) 
(pre-operatory) 44.04±6.60 32.9-57.5 

Excess weight loss (%) 75.6±28.8 24.1 - 137.5 
Body weight recurrence (kg) 11.8±10.2 0.0 - 54.3 
Body weight recurrence (%) 16.1±14.5 0.0 - 81.0 
Anxiety level   
   Minimum 0 0 
   Mild 0 0 
   Moderate 18 36,0 
   Severe 32 64,0 
Psychological monitoring   
   Yes 23 46 
   No 27 56 

SD = standard deviation; Interval = minimum and maximum values found. 

 

Regarding anthropometric parameters (Table 1), a mean BMI of 29.7±5.4 kg/m2 was observed, 
characterizing overweight, and a mean preoperative BMI of 44.04±6.60 kg/m2. The %EWL observed was 
75.6±28.8%, and the mean body weight recurrence was 11.8±10.2kg and 16.1±14.5%, with significant 
recurrence observed in 60% (n=30) of the sample. 

As for the characterization of the participants' anxiety level, it is observed that most were classified as 
severe (n=32; 64%), followed by moderate (n=18; 36%). Regarding psychological monitoring, 56% (n=27) of 
the participants did not have it (Table 1). 

Table 2 shows the characterization of the level of anxiety and anthropometry according to the presence 
or absence of psychological support. It was observed that the group that did not undergo psychological 
monitoring had higher body weight (82.2±19.5 kg; p=0.049) and greater body weight recurrence 
(14.5±11.7kg; p=0.040; 29.3 ±20.7%; p=0.010) (Table 2). 
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Table 2. Level of anxiety and anthropometry according to the presence or absence of psychological 
monitoring in women with more than 24 months of bariatric surgery (n=50). Belém, PA, 2020. 

 

Variables 
Psychological monitoring 

p-value * 
No (n=27) Yes (n=23) 

Anxiety score 35.1±9.8 36.6±13.0 0.653 
Surgery time (months) 71.1±54.3 51.2±35.4 0.138 
Current weight (kg) 82.2±19.5 73.6±11.5 0.049 
Body mass index (kg/m2) 30.9±6.0 28.4±4.4 0.114 
Excess weight loss (%) 73.4±25.6 78.1±32.6 0.570 
Body weight recurrence (kg) 14.5±11.7 8.6±7.0 0.040 
Body weight recurrence (%) 29.3±20.7 16.4±12.5 0.010 

* T Test for independent samples. 

 

In the bivariate correlation test (Table 3), a correlation was found between the score of anxiety 
symptoms and body weight recurrence (r²= 0.239; p=0.047) and income (r²=-0.253; p=0.038), that is, the 
higher the anxiety score, the greater the recurrence of weight and the lower the income. There was also an 
inverse correlation between psychological monitoring and body weight recurrence (r²= -0.284; p=0.023), so 
that women who did not undergo psychological monitoring had greater body weight recurrence. And yet, a 
direct correlation between surgery time and recurrence (r²=0.528; p<0.001), that is, recurrence increases as 
time elapsed after surgery increases. 

 

Table 3. Factors associated with the level of anxiety and recurrence of body weight in women with 
more than 24 months of bariatric surgery (n=50). Belém, PA, 2020. 

 
 r2 p-value* 
Anxiety score 

0.239 0.047 
Body weight recurrence (kg) 
Anxiety score 

-0.253 0.038 
Income (reais) 
Body weight recurrence (kg)  

-0.284 0.023 
Psychological monitoring 
Body weight recurrence (kg)    
Surgery time (months) 0.528 <0.0001 

* Spearman correlation test 

 

According to the significance shown in the bivariate analysis, the variables were chosen for the linear 
regression model shown in Table 4. In this analysis, the anxiety score was used as the dependent variable, 
and as the independent variable the body weight recurrence (B= 0.276; CI 0.003; 0.594; p=0.048) and income 
(B= -0.310; CI -0.004; 0.000; p=0.027), which maintained a significant correlation (Model 1) (Table 4). 
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Table 4. Regression analysis between anxiety score, income, body weight recurrence and surgery time 
of women with more than 24 months of bariatric surgery (n=50). Belém, PA, 2020. 

 

 
B 

CI 95% 
p-value* 

 (min; max) 
Model 1    
Body weight recurrence (kg) 0.276 0.003; 0.594 0.048 
Income (reais) -0.310 -0.004; 0.000 0.027 
Model 2    
Body weight recurrence (kg) 0.270 -0.040 - 0.624 0.083 
Income (reais) -0.310 -0.004 - 0.000 0.029 
Surgery time (months) 0.013 -0.068 - 0.074 0.930 

Notes: *Model of linear regression; Dependent variable: anxiety score; co-variable: body weight 
recurrence (kg); income (reais); surgery time (months). B = regression coefficient.  

 

However, when the variable time of surgery was added, there was a loss of significance for the 
correlation between anxiety and body weight recurrence, but the correlation with income was maintained 
(B= -0.310; CI -0.004; -0.000; p=0.029) (Model 2). That is, the correlation between anxiety and body weight 
recurrence depends on the time of surgery, but the correlation of anxiety with income is independent of it 
(Table 4). 

 

DISCUSSION 

In the present study, it was possible to evaluate the correlation between the level of anxiety and body 
weight recurrence in women in the late postoperative period of bariatric surgery. The sociodemographic 
characterization was similar to that observed in other studies. 3,20,21 Data from the International Federation 
for Surgery of Obesity and Metabolic Diseases22 indicate that patients undergoing bariatric surgery have a 
mean age of 43 years. 

As for the level of education, the average study time was close to that found by Pavanet al.,23 in which 
the average study time was 12 years. It is important to note that lower levels of education can lead to worse 
postoperative weight loss results, as individuals may have difficulty understanding the dietary changes 
necessary for the success of the surgery.24 Furthermore, the frequency of obesity decreased with the increase 
in the level of education for women.25 This suggests that sociodemographic aspects, such as the level of 
education, may be associated with weight gain. 

Regarding family income, it was similar to that observed by Oliveira and Pinto25, in which the maximum 
income among the assessed patients was 2 to 4 minimum wages. It is important to take into account the 
socioeconomic conditions of patients, because in the study by Blaudtet al.,26 the authors evaluated the 
situation of food insecurity, social, economic and anthropometric indicators in candidates for bariatric 
surgery, and observed that low per capita income stands out among the main factors associated with the risk 
of food insecurity and is directly related to the acquisition of food. 

Regarding the surgical technique, there is a higher prevalence of the use of the gastric bypass, similar 
to the results of Bardal, Ceccatto and Mezzomo.27 According to Data from the International Federation for 
Surgery of Obesity and Metabolic Diseases (IFSO), gastric bypass is the most practiced bariatric technique in 
Brazil (76.6%), followed by sleeve.22 
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As for the anthropometric profile, it was observed in the present study BMI of overweight in the 
borderline range for grade I obesity, as observed in studies. 27 It is noteworthy that this finding highlights the 
need to maintain multidisciplinary monitoring in the long term on a regular basis, in order to prevent 
associated clinical complications. 

Regarding the average EWL, a success in weight loss was observed, since one of the criteria for 
evaluating surgical success is a (%EWL) equal to or greater than 50%.2 Similar data were found in the literature 
when analyzing patients with more than 24 months after surgery, with 78.5% of EWL being observed.27 

On the other hand, the average body weight recurrence of the participants in this study was 16.1%. 
Recurrence of significant weight is considered when the result is greater than 15%.16 Similar means of 
recurrence of weight equal to 11.3 ± 8.8% were observed in the study by Masood et al.28 It is important to 
emphasize the importance of weight maintenance, in order to avoid compromising of the results achieved 
and the risk of recurrence of comorbidities.28 

Regarding the level of anxiety, all study participants had a moderate or severe degree. Ribeiro et al.,13 
in their study, when using the same instrument in their analysis, found that women had 13.6% moderate level 
of anxiety.13 It is assumed that the results related to weight regain, feeling of dissatisfaction with the body 
image and changes in eating behavior after surgery influence anxiety level indicators.11,13 

As for anthropometry, according to the presence or absence of psychological monitoring, it was 
observed in this study that women who were without psychological support had higher body weight. 
Postoperative psychological monitoring is part of the fundamental multidisciplinary care to be maintained.29 
Such psychological interventions contribute, in addition to the patient's demands and adaptation after 
surgery, to changes in eating patterns, and are directly related to the prevention and evaluation of possible 
psychological problems, such as anxiety.29 

Kalarchian and Marcus30 found, however, that there is no assiduity related to psychological monitoring 
in the bariatric postoperative period. In the study by Ristanto and Caltabiano,29 patients who attended more 
psychosocial counseling appointments after surgery had better physical and mental well-being results.  

Regarding correlations, it was observed that the higher the anxiety score, the greater the recurrence of 
body weight and the lower the income. After linear regression analysis, it was observed that the correlation 
between anxiety and body weight recurrence depends on the surgery time, but the correlation of anxiety 
with income is independent of it. 

Other studies with patients undergoing bariatric surgery also found a correlation between the severity 
of anxiety symptoms and weight recovery,11,31 and increased levels of anxiety symptoms were observed from 
24 months after surgery.11,31,13 This suggests that when weight loss begins to decrease after 24 months, there 
is a relation between a decrease in feelings of satisfaction and an increase in anxiety scores.13 The findings 
reinforce the need to maintain long-term multidisciplinary monitoring after bariatric surgery. 

Regarding the correlation between income and body weight recurrence, in a study that evaluated the 
impact of low socioeconomic status in the long term, the authors observed less weight loss in low-income 
patients, which can be considered a potential barrier to the weight loss expected results due to access to 
postoperative care.32 However, the factors that affect this access are not fully understood and elucidated in 
the literature. Thus the suggested hypothesis is that low family income may hinder continuous and long-term 
treatment, therefore affecting the results related to maintenance of lost weight and quality of life.  

In addition, a correlation was observed between psychological monitoring and body weight recurrence, 
so that not having continued psychological monitoring seems to be correlated with greater weight recurrence 
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in the long term. In the literature, it is also highlighted that patients with weight regain had a lower number 
of psychological appointments, when compared to those with stable weight, a factor that can influence weight 
recurrence and compromise surgical success.2 

As for the correlation observed between surgery time and body weight recurrence, Athanasiadis et al.2 
mention in their systematic review that surgery time is related to weight recurrence. In a study in which the 
authors evaluated individual experiences of patients with body weight recurrence two years after bariatric 
surgery (gastric bypass), it was observed that some participants mentioned that they did not know they could 
have weight recurrence; others reported that they expected to recover small amounts over a long period or 
that recurrence might only happen to other people but not to themselves.17 Therefore, the need for long-
term multidisciplinary monitoring is emphasized, in order to clarify doubts and beliefs about the clinical 
evolution after surgery, as well as to enhance adherence to treatment. 

The present study has as limitations the sample size and the difference in surgery time of the patients, 
the latter being controlled by statistical analysis. Nonetheless, it is a relevant study, since it assessed the 
correlation between the level of anxiety and body weight recurrence in women in the late postoperative 
period of bariatric surgery, and made it possible to identify that family income can influence the level of 
anxiety. Therefore, new studies are suggested that separately assess the factors associated with anxiety 
symptoms after bariatric surgery, as well as intervention studies with psychological monitoring that 
investigate the correlation between the level of anxiety, body weight recurrence, lifestyle and eating behavior. 

 

CONCLUSION 

It was observed that most participants were classified as having a severe level of anxiety, followed by a 
moderate level, and that there was a correlation between the level of anxiety and body weight recurrence; 
that is, the higher the levels of anxiety in the participants, the greater the recurrence of body weight. It is also 
noteworthy that the level of anxiety also correlated with family income, and the participants who did not 
undergo psychological counseling had higher body weight and greater body weight recurrence. 
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